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We acknowledge the
Traditional Custodians
of the land on which we
live,work and learn, the
*Bunurong People and
pay our respects to Elders
past, present and emerging.
We recognise their role in
caring for Country over
thousands of years and
acknowledge the true
history and their continued
connection to place as we
work and walk together.
*We acknowledge that there are over 60 different spellings
of this Aboriginal group found in the literature,including
“Bunurong”,”Boonwurrung”, “Boonerwrung”, “Bunwurrung”
and more. We also acknowledge that Aboriginal languages are
spoken and that some words used in this document, are with kind
permission from the Bunurong Land Council. We include these
words as one of the ways we can learn about and respect culture.
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Yannin
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(Warnmarin) (RAMSAR WETLAND)

Our learning experiences are facilitated by ecoaccredited rangers who are registered teachers or
hold current Working with Children Checks. Our
programs occur in nature, on Bunurong Country
across our iconic sites: Penguin Parade, Koala
Conservation Reserve, Churchill Island, the Nobbies
and in our unique coastal and wetland habitats.

CHURCHILL ISLAND

Phone: +61 3 5951 2802
Email: schoolbookings@penguins.org.au
For more information visit:
www.penguins.org.au/conservation/education

Heritage-listed working
farm and events.

MILLOWL
(Phillip Island)

CHURCHILL ISLAND
MARINE NATIONAL
PARK

THE NOBBIES
Boardwalks
and Seal
Rocks

PENGUIN PARADE

Wild penguin
viewing at sunset.

PYRAMID ROCK

BASS STRAIT

CAPE WOOLAMAI

ANTARCTIC JOURNEY

PARKS AND RESERVES

Immersive exhibition
space.

Over 1,805 hectares of Crown Land for the
conservation of areas of natural interest or beauty
or of scientific, historic or archaeological interest.

We welcome your enquiry. Our School Bookings
Administrator can help you create the ideal
program and itinerary for your students.
Ranger facilitated session times are: 10:30am,
12:30pm and 3:30pm. Evening session times vary
with the season. All ranger facilitated experiences
are subject to availability.

Close koala viewing in
natural habitat.

RHYLL
INLET

(Come along!)
Phillip Island Nature Parks’ learning
experiences are immersive and
memorable. Our programs draw on
world leading conservation practices
and support Victorian Curriculum
outcomes across Early Learning,
Primary, Secondary and VCE levels.

KOALA
CONSERVATION
RESERVE

WESTERN PORT

Melbourne

N

90mins
Phillip Island N
 ature Parks
Route from Melbourne
Maps not to scale

For a more detailed map refer to map LEGL./10–005 via our website www.penguins.org.au

Australia
Phillip
Island
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PRIMARY
YEARS
Learning that connects young people with wild places
and empowers conservation action.
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PRIMARY

OPERATION
PENGUIN
RANGER
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Centre

Duration:

1hr

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

Come along on an exclusive penguin experience
and become a Penguin Ranger yourself! Take a
journey through the penguin’s natural habitat to
learn about their tough lives. Students will get
hands on with some of the research tools and
processes we use to understand wild penguins.
Students are empowered to take action to help
protect penguins and other marine animals by
understanding the threats they face, including
marine debris.
Learning Objectives
• Features and adaptations
• Conservation and research fieldwork
• Significant places and environments
• Cycles: daily, seasonal and life long
• Threats
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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BEACH
EXPLORER
Location:

Smiths or Summerland Beach

Duration:

1hr

PRIMARY

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

On the iconic beaches of Millowl (Phillip Island)
students get hands on during this inquiry into the
remarkable beach ecosystem. With our rangers,
students embark on a guided exploration of the
high tide area and discover and learn about the
items they find: origins, adaptations, features and
life cycles. Students will develop an understanding
of how these items are linked to our own daily lives
and understand the threats of marine debris and
how they can be part of the solution.
Learning Objectives
• Living and non-living
• Features and adaptations
• Life cycles
• Human connection
• Food, water and shelter
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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PRIMARY

TREE TOP
TRAVELS
Location:

Koala Conservation Reserve

Duration:

1hr ranger program plus
unlimited entry to Koala
Conservation Reserve

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00 plus individual student
entry to Koala Conservation
Reserve

Gurrborra is the Bunurong name for koala and
understanding this unique animal is important as we
protect habitat and create sustainable futures.
Explore gurrborra the (koala’s) natural environment
via our tree top boardwalks. Students will learn
about specialised features and adaptations that
make these marsupials particularly suited to a
woodland environment.
Learning Objectives
• Features and adaptations
• Habitat and environment
• Conservation and protection
• Koala research
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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TIME
TRAVELLER
Location:

Churchill Island Heritage Farm

Duration:

1hr ranger program plus unlimited
entry to Churchill Island

PRIMARY

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00 plus individual student
entry to Churchill Island

Come on an adventure through time at Churchill
Island. Consider the seasonal connections the
Bunurong Peoples have with the area and
discover the lifestyle of the European settlers
who migrated to the area and lived off the land.
This session prompts students to consider their
own connections to places and how we, and
animals, use places in life. Enjoy gorgeous gardens
around the heritage precinct and meet our
friendly farm animals.
Learning Objectives
 Sustainability

 Growing food for survival

 Farm animals

 Heritage farming

 Aboriginal culture  European history
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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NOBBIES
EXPLORER
Location:

The Nobbies Boardwalks

Duration:

1hr

PRIMARY

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

Explore the Nobbies boardwalks with our
experienced rangers immersing your students
in the geological, scientific and cultural stories
that exist in this dramatic coastal environment.
Learn about Seal Rocks and the wild colony of
Australian Fur Seals that live there. Discover
seal’s distinct physical features, their life-cycles
and adaptations for survival. Discuss research
methods, threats, and the ways we can all
contribute to a healthy marine environment.
Learning Objectives
• Living things
• Habitats
• Features and adaptations
• Physical conditions of the natural environment
• Life cycles
• Seal research
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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SECONDARY
YEARS
We are grateful for Nature Parks
rangers’ professionalism and their
connection with our students’ Visiting Teacher
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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SECONDARY

ROCKPOOL
RAMBLE
Location:

Smiths or Summerland Beach

Duration:

1hr

Ranger to student ratio: 1:15
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

Who eats who in the rockpools? This incredible
ranger led nature experience is among our
most memorable. Explore our rock platforms
and discover how diverse creatures survive in a
constantly changing environment. Join us at low
tide for a chance to meet the stars of the sea and
learn just how connected your life is with these
incredibly specialised organisms.
Learning Objectives
• Ecosystems
• Food chains and food webs
• Specialised functions that enable survival
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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SECONDARY

CAMERAS AND
CONSERVATION
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Centre /
Summerland Peninsula

Duration:

1hr

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

Discover how Nature Parks uses wildlife cameras to
monitor the Eastern Barred Bandicoot, a threatened
species. Learn the strategy behind creating an
effective camera trap array and get hands on with
digital maps, camera image sequences and the data
that these systems produce as you participate in
conservation processes by identifying and classifying
species and threats. Students are challenged to
deploy and trigger a wildlife camera and prompted
to discuss the ethical considerations in using this
technology in public places.
Learning Objectives
• Conservation fieldwork
• Technology
• Differences between species
• Data collection and assessment

Learn the strategy behind creating an effective camera trap
array using digital maps, image sequences and data as
you participate in conservation processes of identifying
and classifying species and threats.

• Ethical issues associated with fieldwork
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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SECONDARY

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
Location:

Churchill Island Heritage Farm

Duration:

1hr ranger program plus unlimited
entry to Churchill Island

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00 plus individual student
entry to Churchill Island

Visit the working farm at Churchill Island to
explore food and fiber production. Join our
rangers to look at the differences between smallscale and large-scale farming, free-range vs
caged, and where our products come from and
how they get there. Discover a living example
of a future farm, where native animals, like the
Eastern Barred-Bandicoot, can co-exist with
introduced animals and small scale agriculture.
Students learn how human alteration of biomes
can have long reaching environmental impacts.
Learning Objectives
• Sustainability
• Resource use
• Farming practices over time

Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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SECONDARY

KOALA
CONSERVATION
& MANAGEMENT		
Location:

Koala Conservation Reserve

Duration:

1hr ranger program plus unlimited
entry to Koala Conservation
Reserve

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00 plus individual student
entry to Koala Conservation
Reserve

Gurrborra (koalas) are specialists, surviving on
a toxic diet in a hostile environment. When this
environment and the resources are compromised,
we see changes rapidly reflected in our gurrborra
(koala) population. Walk along our tree top
boardwalks and discover the sustainability lessons
these marvelous marsupials can teach us.
Learning Objectives
 Sustainability
 Features and adaptations
 Conservation
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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SECONDARY

PROTECTING
OUR MARINE
ENVIRONMENT
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Centre /
Summerland Beach

Duration:

1hr

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

Learn about the complex interactions between
penguins and their environment as you walk with
our rangers through the Little Penguin colony to
Summerland beach. Students conduct their own
survey and explore the origins and pathways of
marine debris. Discover how plastic not only effects
marine species such as Little Penguins, but how
it is impacting on food chains locally and globally.
Data collected contributes to a national survey on
marine debris.
Learning Objectives
• Marine ecosystems

• Marine debris

• Data collection

• Food chains

• Water cycles

• Human interaction

Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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VCE, TERTIARY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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VCE, TERTIARY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

BALANCING
TOURISM & THE
ENVIRONMENT
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Center /
Summerland Peninsula

Duration:

2hrs

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$15.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$300.00

Tourists have been coming to see our Little Penguins since
the 1920s. Over the years the Penguin Parade has evolved
to become a world leading ecotourism destination that
relies heavily on research to fuel our decision-making
processes. Join our rangers to find out how this
research allows us to create a balance between the
environmental outcomes, the economic value, and the
social impacts. Complimentary student workbook and
downloadable resources available to support students
completing their case studies.
Learning Objectives
• Impact of tourism on people, places and environment
• Management strategies implemented at the Penguin
Parade and how these are based in research
• Field work component exploring the new Visitor
Centre and the boardwalks
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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TRACKING
BIODIVERSITY

VCE, TERTIARY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

BANDICOOT SPOTLIGHT
Location:

Churchill Island Heritage Farm

Duration:

2hrs

Ranger to student ratio: 1:20
Cost:

$26 per student

Minimum Cost:

$390.00

Join our rangers for an island walk by torchlight to meet
the Eastern Barred Bandicoot, a critically endangered
marsupial now inhabiting Churchill Island. Discover firsthand, an incredible conservation story as Nature Parks
researchers establish a wild population of a threatened
species. During this field-based activity, students
investigate how biodiversity is measured and monitored
in the context of a threatened species. They generate
primary data (bandicoot sightings, dig sites), organise
the data and use it to evaluate Nature Parks biodiversity
management strategy for the Eastern Barred Bandicoot.
Learning Objectives
• Types of biodiversity: genetic, species and ecosystem
diversity
• Conservation categories: genetic diversity, populations
and species
• Threats to biodiversity: habitat modification and
destruction, competition from exotic species
• Assessment of threat in determining conservation
categories
• Conservation strategies
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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SUMMERLAND
PENINSULA

VCE, TERTIARY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

CHANGING LAND USE
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Centre /
Summerland Peninsula

Duration:

2hrs

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$15.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$300.00

Walk through time and explore the past, present,
and future of the Summerland Peninsula. This unique
location has seen many different land uses including
Aboriginal cultural use, chicory farming, a housing
estate, and most recently, reclamation of the land
through a buyback scheme for Little Penguin habitat.
This landmark decision has paved the way for Phillip
Island to become an island haven for threatened
species including the Eastern Barred-Bandicoot.
Students will explore the history, compare historical
footage and current status of the Peninsula, and collect
data on the viability of our threatened species program.
Learning Objectives
• Environmental, economic, and social impacts of land
use change
• Explore reasons for change and how change is
influenced
• Fieldwork collecting data and assessing threatened
species conservation program
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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VCE, TERTIARY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

CLIMATE
ACTION
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Centre

Duration:

2hrs

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$15.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$300.00

The rise of global temperatures caused by human
activity has resulted in increasing sea levels and
bushfire risks, and a decline of habitats for our
Australian native species. This case study will focus
on how Nature Parks is working towards climate
neutrality and increased biodiversity through
protecting native habitats including marine areas and
fish species. Learn about climate change impacts on
Millowl’s (Phillip Island’s) iconic Little Penguin and
discover how Nature Parks world-renowned scientists
and researchers are gathering critical data to inform
conservation decisions.
Learning Objectives
• Managing climate change
• Risks and opportunities
• Biodiversity and development
• Sustainable development
• Little Penguin research and conservation
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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VCE, TERTIARY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

ADAPTATIONS
OF ORGANISMS
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Center /
Koala Conservation Reserve

Duration:

2hrs

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$15.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$300.00

Millowl (Phillip Island) is home to some unique
and special animals that have adapted to suit their
environments. Through a mixture of interactive lectures
and hands on field work students undertake two case
studies: the Little Penguin, and gurrborra (koala).
Through studying these animals, students will discover
structural, physiological, reproductive and behavioural
adaptations. These adaptations assist the animals in
coping with thermoregulation, osmoregulation and
environmental factors.
Learning Objectives
• Structural, behavioural, reproductive, and physiological
adaptations
• In field observation of penguin and koala habitat
• Koala component includes hands on field work,
observing behaviours and structural features of
taxidermy koalas
Booking Information & Curriculum Links

Please note that entry to Koala Conservation Reserve must be
purchased with this experience.
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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LEARNING IN
NATURE FOR ALL
YEAR LEVELS
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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ALL LEVELS

ISLAND
HAVEN
Location:

Swan Lake

Duration:

1hr

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

The Bunurong people regularly came to Millowl
(Phillip Island) as they moved through Country.
What do you think they might have done at this
unique place? Discover some of the natural
resources that Swan Lake has to offer and gain
insight into how human needs, both past and
present, may be met by the animals, plants and
minerals available in the landscape.

Learning Objectives
• Natural resources
• Sustainable land use
• Technology
• Conservation
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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ALL LEVELS

RANGER
WALK

YEAR LEVELS 7-TERTIARY
Location:

Various Reserves: Beaches,
Bushland or Summerland
Peninsula

Duration:

2hrs

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$15.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$300.00

Join us in our element for this guided ranger
bush, beach or coastal trail walk. Take in the
sunrise at Cape Woolamai, explore the world
heritage protected wetlands of Rhyll or bushland
steeped in history in one of our reserves.
Learning Objectives
• Conservation
• Habitat
• Native species
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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ALL LEVELS

REWILD
Location:

Summerland Peninsula,
Barb Martin Bush Bank (located
at Koala Conservation Reserve)
or Cape Woolamai Beach

Duration:

1hr

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

Get up close and personal with some of our native
flora. Students join us on an active conservation
project and discover Indigenous species and their
importance in the ecosystem. Our conservation
projects change with the seasons. Students may
be planting trees for habitat, collecting seed for
propagation, or helping with weed removal. View
your conservation efforts on a GIS (Geographic
Information System) digital map to gain insight into
how Nature Parks protects habitat for wildlife across
Millowl (Phillip Island).
Learning Objectives
• Indigenous fauna and flora
• Supervised field work
• Land management including pest plants and animals
• Plant propagation
• Digital maps and data as a conservation tool
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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ALL LEVELS

WILDLIFE BOX
BUILDING
Location:

Penguin Parade Visitor Centre,
Koala Conservation Reserve, or
Churchill Island Heritage Farm

Duration:

1hr

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25
Cost:

$26.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$390.00

Our wildlife needs your help! A range of native
species make use of natural and artificial burrows
and in this ranger led hands-on making experience,
we ask you to build a box for wildlife. Depending
on our conservation needs students will be
supported to build artificial penguin burrows or
possum, bird or bat boxes. If it can be used at
your home or school, students are welcome to
take their wildlife box home or leave them to be
used by Nature Parks.
Learning Objectives
• Conservation
• Habitat
• Native species
• Features and adaptations
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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Inspiring environmental leaders

LOOKING FOR
AN EVENING
ACTIVITY?
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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SHEARWATER
WATCH
YEAR LEVELS 7-TERTIARY
Location:

Magiclands, Cape Woolamai

Duration:

2hrs

EVENING

Ranger to student ratio: 1:20
Cost:

$15.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$300.00

On this ranger led walk, experience the thrill of the
arrival of the Biyadin (Short-tailed Shearwater). As
the sun goes down the scene is set, as these
magnificent birds glide in over the ocean. Numbers
build as they circle over our heads, gradually
spiraling down to seek their individual burrows.
Learn about the Bunurong Peoples many uses
of this species and about today’s cutting-edge
science research that seeks to protect these
amazing global travelers. This seasonal experience
is available from late spring to late summer.
Learning Objectives
• Conservation and research
• Marine ecosystems
• Animal migration
• Features and adaptations
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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KOALA PROWL
YEAR LEVELS 3-10
Location:

Koala Conservation Reserve

Duration:

1hr

EVENING

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25 (2 groups maximum per
night)
Cost:

$15.00 per student

Minimum Cost:

$300.00

Discover the amazing nocturnal wildlife of
Millowl’s (Phillip Island’s) woodlands from the
vantage point of our treetop boardwalks. By the
light of a ranger’s spotlight students can spot
possums, owls, bats and spider and insect life,
and of course the stars of the show, gurrborra
(koalas). Investigate the behaviour, habitat and
requirements of the nocturnal animals you discover.
Learning Objectives
• Nocturnal species
• Habitat
• Features and adaptations
• Threats
• Conservation
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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WILDLIFE
STORIES
YEAR LEVELS 3-10
Location:

School Camp Sites

Duration:

1hr

EVENING

Ranger to student ratio: 1:60
Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150.00

In this ranger led activity students learn about
the amazing wildlife that call Millowl (Phillip
Island) home. Students will be enthralled by an
array of unique taxidermy animals, quirky wildlife
facts and interesting stories.
Learning Objectives
• Marine debris
• Native species
• Features and adaptations
• Habitat and environment
• Conservation
Booking Information & Curriculum Links
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DIGITAL
PROGRAMS
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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RANGER
BYTES

YEAR LEVELS 3-10
Digital video conference
Duration:

30 minutes

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25

DIGITAL

Cost:

$26.00 per class (25 students)

Join a ranger on the video conferencing platform of
your choice. Choose a biological and conservation
science learning theme: penguins, koalas, seals or
threatened species. Bring your curious questions
to these 30-minute, bite size, live sessions that are
virtually delivered from our amazing natural places
to your classroom. Each digital program has
downloadable pre and post resources.
https://www.penguins.org.au/conservation/
education/digital/
Learning Objectives
• Features and adaptations
• Living things
• Habitats
• Conservation

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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CAMERAS AND
CONSERVATION
YEAR LEVELS 7-10
Digital video conference
Duration:

30 minutes

Ranger to student ratio: 1:25

DIGITAL

Cost:

$26.00 per class (25 students)

This interactive learning session provides students
an understanding of how science and technology
contribute to the conservation of threatened
species. Students are supported to identify native
species and their threats through a wildlife camera
trap image sequencing activity. They consider
conservation decisions made in relation to data
gathered from wildlife cameras and discuss the
ethical considerations when using technology in
the environment.
https://www.penguins.org.au/conservation/education/
digital/

Learning Objectives
• Science and technology
• Differences between organisms
• Fieldwork
• Data collection and assessing data
• Ethical issues associated with fieldwork

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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BALANCING
TOURISM & THE
ENVIRONMENT
VIRTUAL FIELDWORK
(VCE YEAR LEVELS)

DIGITAL

Digital video conference
Duration:

2 x 40 minute sessions

Cost:

$7.50 per student

Minimum Cost:

$150

Tourists have been coming to see our Little
Penguins since the 1920s. Over the years the
Penguin Parade has evolved to become a world
leading ecotourism destination that relies
heavily on research to fuel our decision-making
processes. Join our rangers across two live digital
sessions, to find out how this research allows us
to create a balance between the environmental
outcomes, the economic value, and the social
impacts. Complimentary student workbook and
downloadable resources available to support
students completing their case studies.
https://www.penguins.org.au/conservation/
education/digital/

Learning Objectives
• Impact of tourism on people, places and environment
• Virtual tour of the new Visitor Centre, the boardwalks
and stands to explore management and interpretation
strategies.
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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T +61 3 5951 2802
E schoolbookings@penguins.org.au
penguins.org.au/education

